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DISTINGUISHING VIRTUAL BRAIDS IN
POLYNOMIAL TIME
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November 6, 2018
Abstract. For n ≥ 2 we describe an O(l3n)-time algorithm that
determines if a length l virtual braid word in the standard presen-
tation of the virtual braid group VBn represents the trivial virtual
braid.
1. Introduction
The virtual braid group VBn with n ≥ 2 strands has a presentation
with generators σ1, . . . , σn−1 and τ1, . . . , τn−1 and relations σiσj = σjσi
for |i − j| > 1, σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2, τiτj = τjτi
for |i − j| > 1, τiτi+1τi = τi+1τiτi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2, τ
2
i = 1 for
1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, σiτj = τjσi for |i − j| > 1 and τi+1σiτi+1 = τiσi+1τi
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2. It can be shown that the σi’s and the τi’s generate
embedded copies of the classical braid group Bn and the symmetric
group on n symbols Symn respectively. A virtual braid word is a
word over the alphabet of σi’s, σ
−1
i ’s and τi’s. We denote the length of
a virtual braid word β by |β|.
The word problem for the virtual braid groups VBn was first shown
to have a solution in Godelle and Paris [GP] and a simpler approach
was later found in Bellingeri, Cisneros de la Cruz and Paris [BCP].
In [C] we described the set VCDn of virtual curve diagrams (vcd) and
showed that there is a faithful action of VBn on VCDn which can be
seen as an extension of the Artin action [Ar] of Bn on Fn, the rank n
free group. A virtual braid β ∈ VBn can be recovered from the vcd
β · In where In is the trivial virtual curve diagram with n curves and in
particular a virtual braid word represents the trivial braid iff β ·In = In.
In the present paper we describe an encoding of virtual curve di-
agrams, in which each maximal collection of parallel arcs is replaced
with a single multi-arc labelled with a positive integer. For classical
braid words β ∈ Bn, it is known that the number of parallelity classes
in a simplified curve diagram representing β · In is bounded above by
a linear expression in n independent of |β|, and each parallelity class
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has size that is bounded above by M |β| for some fixed positive inte-
ger M , independent of |β| and n. The decimal representation of each
parallelity class thus has at most log(M)
log(10)
|β|+ 1 digits. This leads to an
O(|β|2n) algorithm to calculate the encoding of a simplified represen-
tative of β · In. This has been noted for example in the introduction of
Dynnikov and Wiest [DW].
For a virtual braid word β ∈ VBn we show that the number of
parallelity classes in a simplified representative of β · In grows linearly
in |β| and n, and the size of each parallelity class is bounded above by
R|β| for some fixed positive integer R independent of |β| and n. The
decimal representation of the size of each parallelity class thus has at
most log(R)
log(10)
|β|+1 digits, and so in Theorem 4.2 we see that an encoding
of a simplified representative of β ·In can be calculated in O(|β|
3n) time.
2. Condensed virtual curve diagrams
We will assume the following terminology from [C]: virtual curve
diagrams, points, curves, <P , <C , upper points, base points, adjacent
points, arcs, over arcs, under arcs, base arcs, terminal arcs, arcs en-
closing a point, crossing arcs, free under arcs, T -moves, B-moves, and
simplified vcds. If a, b are points that bound an arc in a vcd and a <C b
recall that we use the notation (a, b) to denote the arc.
Definition 2.1 (Condensed virtual curve diagrams). We will say two
over or two under arcs (a, b) and (c, d) are parallel if a and c (resp.
d) are adjacent, b and d (resp. c) are adjacent, and the arcs do not
cross. The reflexive transitive closure of the above definition will also
be called parallelity. Each base arc we consider to be parallel only to
itself. We will call a parallelity class A a condensed arc. The number
of arcs in a condensed arc A will be refered to as its weight and will
be denoted |A|.
If (a, b) is an arc we say the points a and b are incident to the arc.
A point is said to be incident to a condensed arc A if it is incident
to an arc in A. Two condensed arcs are incident if they are incident
to the same point. It is necessarily the case that a pair of incident
condensed arcs includes a condensed over arc and either a condensed
under or condensed base arc. Let a1 <P . . . <P ar and br <P . . . <P b1
be the points incident to a condensed over or under arc A of weight r,
where each pair {ai, bi} determines an arc in A (either (ai, bi) or (bi, ai)
depending on if ai <C bi or bi <C ai). The points a1, ar, br and b1
will be refered to as the corners of the condensed arc A. A condensed
arc with weight one has only two corners. We denote by Aq the set
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Figure 1. A condensed vcd with 5 condensed arcs and
12 corners.
of corners of A. For a condensed arc A let type(A) ∈ {o, u, b} indicate
whether A is a condensed over, under or base arc respectively.
It should be evident that one may completely specify a virtual curve
diagram by deleting all points that are not terminal points or corners,
all arcs that are not incident to corners, and labelling condensed arcs by
their weight, as in Figure 1. A bit more formally, let E = (P,<P , <C)
be a vcd with n curves (recall P is the set of points, (P,<P ) is a strict
partial order consisting of two disjoint chains U and B containing the
upper points and the base points, and (P,<C) is a strict partial order
containing n disjoint chains representing the n curves of E, see [C, Def-
inition 2.1] for more details) with m condensed arcs A1, . . . , Am. The
condensed virtual curve diagram D with n curves, whose under-
lying vcd is E, is given by the tuple D = (T, {Aiq}
m
i=1, {|Ai|}
m
i=1, <P q
, {type(Ai)}
m
i=1) where T ⊂ P is the set of terminal points of E, and
<P q is the restriction of <P to Pq = T∪
⋃
i(Aiq). We denote by CVCDn
the set of condensed virtual curve diagrams with n curves. △
3. Condensed T and B-moves
Let (a, b) be an over or under arc with a and b adjacent. Recall the
T and B-moves for vcds in Figure 2. If b is a terminal point then a
T -move may be performed by deleting b. Otherwise a B-move may be
performed by deleting both points a and b. A T or B-move that reduces
the number of points is called a simplification and a vcd admitting no
simplifying T or B-moves is simplified. Any vcd is equivalent via T
and B-moves to a unique simplified vcd. This is analogous to the fact
that any element of a free group has a unique freely reduced represen-
tative. A condensed vcd will be called simplified if its underlying vcd
is simplified.
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,
Figure 2. The T and B-moves for vcds.
Figure 3. The condensed T and B-moves for condensed
vcds (horizontal and vertical reflections not shown).
Definition 3.1 (Condensed T and B-moves). Condensed versions of
the T and B-moves are described in Figure 3. Let a1 <P . . . <P ar and
br <P . . . <P b1 be the points incident to a condensed over or under arc
A of weight r. If ar and br are adjacent and one of ar or br is a terminal
point then a simplifying condensed T -move may be performed.
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If ar and br are not terminal points then a simplifying condensed
B-move may be performed, of which there are two versions. If the
condensed arc A contains no terminal points at all then a simplify-
ing condensed B-move may be performed by deleting all points of A.
Otherwise choose the largest 1 ≤ i < r such that one of ai or bi is a
terminal point. A simplifying condensed B-move may be performed by
deleting all points aj and bj for i < j ≤ r. △
Recall that an under arc in a vcd is free if it does not cross any
other under or base arc and does not enclose any pair of crossing under
arcs. A base arc will be said to be free if it does not cross any under
or base arc. Similarly we define a condensed under or base arc to
be free if it consists of free under or base arcs. The following lemma
summarizes some elementary facts about the condensed T and B-moves
and condensed vcds in general.
Lemma 3.2. a) A condensed vcd is simplified iff it admits no simpli-
fying condensed T or B-moves.
b) If D1 and D2 are simplified condensed vcds related by condensed T
and B-moves then D1 = D2.
c) If D ∈ CVCDn is a simplified condensed vcd then D has at most
2n − 1 condensed over arcs, at most 2n − 1 free condensed under
arcs and at most n free condensed base arcs.
Proof. a) Recall that a simplified condensed vcd is by definition a con-
densed vcd whose underlying vcd is simplified. We must show this is
equivalent to the condensed vcd admitting no simplifying condensed
T or B-moves.
First we show that a simplified condensed vcd D admits no simpli-
fying condensed T or B-moves. Let E be the underlying simplified
vcd of D. Assume for a contradication that D admits a simplifying
condensed T or B-move. By Definition 3.1, there must be an arc
(ar, br) in E for which ar and br are adjacent. It follows that E
admits a simplifying T or B-move contradicting the fact that it is a
simplified vcd. Thus D cannot admit a simplifying condensed T or
B-move.
Assume now that the condensed vcd D admits no simplifying
condensed T or B-move and let E be its underlying vcd. We must
show that D is simplified, which by definition means we must show
that E is simplified. Assume that E is not simplified. Thus there
must be an arc (a, b) in E for which a and b are adjacent. By
Definition 3.1, D admits a simplifying condensed T or B-move along
the condensed arc containing (a, b), contradicting the assumption
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that D admits no simplifying condensed T or B-moves. Thus E is
simplified and so D is simplified as well.
b) Assume D1 and D2 are simplified condensed vcds related by con-
densed T and B-moves. Their underlying vcds E1 and E2 are both
simplified and related by T and B-moves. Thus E1 = E2 and so
D1 = D2.
c) We use the fact that the maximum size of a collection of non-parallel
disjoint simple arcs properly embedded in {(x, y) ∈ R2 : y ≥ 0} \
{(i, 0)}ki=1, the upper half-plane minus k points along the x-axis, is
2k − 1. This is straightforward to prove by induction on k ≥ 1.
Note that by the definition of a vcd, no two over arcs may cross.
Let D ∈ CVCDn be a simplified condensed vcd and E ∈ VCDn its
underlying simplified vcd. The vcd E has n terminal points and so
has k ≤ n terminal points incident to terminal under arcs. Since E is
simplified, any over arc must enclose at least one terminal point, and
specifically at least one terminal point incident to a terminal under
arc (other wise consider an innermost over arc that does not enclose
a terminal point incident to a terminal under arc, and simplify).
Two over arcs of E are parallel exactly when they enclose the same
terminal points that are incident to terminal under arcs. Using the
above fact about non-parallel collections of disjoint simple arcs in a
half-plane minus k points along the x-axis, it follows that a simplified
condensed vcd can have at most 2k − 1 ≤ 2n − 1 condensed over
arcs. This reasoning applies to free condensed under arcs for the
same reasons. All condensed vcds in CVCDn contain at most n free
condensed base arcs since they have n condensed base arcs.

4. The action of VBn on CVCDn
Let D ∈ CVCDn be a simplified condensed virtual curve diagram
and let E ∈ VCDn be its underlying vcd. Using [C, Section 3] we may
directly calculate g · E for any length one virtual braid word g. We
define g · D to be the unique condensed virtual curve diagram with
underlying vcd g ·E. If β is a virtual braid word we define β ·D using
the rule (αg) ·D = α · (g ·D), as for vcds.
To analyze the possible simplifying condensed T and B-moves that
arise when calculating g ·D we introduce some terminology. Let t1 <P
. . . <P tn be the terminal points of E. We say an upper point a of
E is right-veering if it is incident to an over arc with some point
a <P b and left-veering if it is incident to an over arc with some point
b <P a (assuming it is incident to an over arc). We say a simplifying
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B-move in some vcd along an under arc (a, b) with a and b adjacent
is superficial if a and b are incident to over arcs and veer in different
directions. We say a simplifying condensed B-move in some condensed
vcd is superficial if each of the simplifying B-moves in the sequence
is superficial.
For a simplified vcd E, all left-veering points precede all right-veering
points in each interval [ti, ti+1]<P along the <P order. If (ti, ti+1)<P con-
tains a left-veering point we let ui be the <P -largest left-veering point
otherwise let ui = ti. Let vi be the <P -smallest point in (ui, ti+1]<P .
We refer to the points ui and vi as the center points of [ti, ti+1]<P .
Lemma 4.1. a) Let D ∈ CVCDn be simplified and let g = σ
±
i be a
braid generator or its inverse. The condensed vcd g ·D can be sim-
plified by applying at most one simplifying condensed B-move and
at most one simplifying condensed T -move. If D contains m con-
densed arcs then the simplified representative of g · D has at most
m+ 4n condensed arcs.
b) If D ∈ CVCDn is simplified then τi ·D can be simplified in at most
three simplifying condensed B-moves and four simplifying condensed
T -moves. If D contains m condensed arcs then the simplified repre-
sentative of τi ·D contains at most m+ 17n condensed arcs.
c) If β ∈ VBn is a virtual braid word then the simplified representative
of the condensed vcd β · In has at most (1+ 17|β|)n condensed arcs,
each with weight at most 6|β|.
Proof. a) Assume without loss of generality that g = σi. Due to the
definition of the action of VBn on VCDn, even the trivial element
1VBn acting on E produces a vcd 1VBn · E that is not simplified,
but requires some superficial simplifying B-moves and at most n
simplifying T -moves. We will use a slightly modified action of braid
generators on simplified vcds that is a bit more striaghtforward. The
vcd associated to g · E will be the obvious vcd obtained by having
the terminal point ti travel over and to the right of ti+1 along a semi-
circular path, dragging along any over arcs in the way, and coming
to rest between the center points of [ti+1, ti+2]<P (or if i = n − 1,
coming to rest after the <P -largest upper point). Note that the
action of a braid generator affects only over arcs, and free under
arcs in E. The union of all over arcs and free under arcs forms
the curve diagram for a classical braid in Bn with some additional
curves. See [C, Figure 20 and Proposition 3.2] for an example of
such a factorization. Thus non-free condensed arcs in E are the
same as those in g · E and in any vcd related to g · E by T and
B-moves.
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Figure 4. The splitting of a condensed over arc.
The vcd associated to g · E described in the previous paragraph
might not be simplified, and may require a sequence of simplifying
B-moves followed by a single simplifying T -move. The simplifying
B-moves involve free under arcs enclosing only ti in E and the sim-
plifying T -move, which may or may not be necessary, will involve a
terminal under arc enclosing only ti and incident to ti+1 in E (see
[C, Figure 24]). In the condensed vcd g · D this corresponds to a
single simplifying condensed B-move and a simplifying condensed
T -move. The simplifying condensed B-move may be superficial, or
not.
When calculating g ·D, if ti is incident to a condensed over arc A,
it is possible that A will split into two condensed over arcs in g ·D,
Figure 4 describes this situation (note that Lemma 3.2c still holds).
The simplified condensed representative of g ·D will have the same
number of non-free condensed under arcs, non-free condensed base
arcs and free condensed base arcs as D. The only changes occur in
the number of condensed over and free condensed under arcs. By
Lemma 3.2c there are at most 2n−1 of each type, thus the simplified
representative of g ·D will have at most m+ (2n− 1) + (2n− 1) <
m+ 4n condensed arcs.
b) First we recall in Figure 5 the action of τi on over arcs in various
positions in E, before any simplifications. Two parallel over arcs in
E that are not incident to ti or ti+1 will remain parallel in τi · E,
thus Figure 5 applies to condensed over arcs that are not incident
to ti or ti+1 as well. If a condensed over arc in D is incident to
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Figure 5. The action of τi on over arcs in E, before simplifications.
Figure 6. The action of τi on condensed over arcs in D
incident to ti or ti+1, before simplifications.
ti or ti+1 or both it will split, as in Figure 6. In any case we see
that a condensed over arc may break into a group of at most seven
condensed arcs.
The action of τi on under arcs in E only moves their endpoints
and does not break them up into sequences of arcs as in Figure 5.
An under arc in E is moved by τi only if it is incident to ti or ti+1, or
if it is incident to a point in (ti−1, ti)<P that is right-veering, or any
point in (ti, ti+1)<P , or a point in (ti+1, ti+2)<P that is left-veering.
If a condensed under arc is incident to both center points of one of
the intervals [ti−1, ti]<P , [ti, ti+1]<P or [ti+1, ti+2]<P , then it will split
into two condensed under arcs. There can be at most three such
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condensed under arcs in D. No other condensed under arc is split
by the action of τi.
The number of condensed base arcs always remains fixed at n.
Based on the above, the naive condensed vcd representing τi ·D will
have at most m+ 7(2n− 1) + 3 < m+ 15n condensed arcs.
The naive representative of τi ·E may require superficial simplify-
ing B-moves along parallel arcs nested at the centers of the intervals
(ti−1, ti)<P , (ti, ti+1)<P , and (ti+1, ti+2)<P followed by at most four
possible parallel simplifying T -moves along the terminal under arcs
incident to ti−1, ti, ti+1 and ti+2. The condensed vcd τi · D conse-
quently may thus require three superficial simplifying condensed B-
moves, one in the center of each aforementioned intervals, followed
by at most four simplifying condensed T -moves along terminal under
arcs also in the centers incident to the terminal points ti−1, ti, ti+1
and ti+2. It is conceivable that this simplification process increases
the number of condensed over arcs, thus a simplified representative
for τi ·D will have at most m+15n+(2n−1) < m+17n condensed
arcs.
c) Since In has n condensed arcs (the base arcs), applying Lemmas
4.1a and 4.1b we see that the simplified repersentative of β · In has
at most n+ 17n|β| = (1 + 17|β|)n condensed arcs.
If a simplified vcd E has M non-terminal upper points then it
has at most M over arcs. In calculating the naive vcd representing
σi ·E, each over arc may undergo a single non-simplifying B-move as
it is dragged through the upper line contributing two extra points.
If the terminal arc incident to ti is an under or base arc, it may
contribute a single point as well. Thus the naive representative
of σi · E may have at most 2M + 1 non-terminal upper points,
and the simplified representative will have at most 2M + 1 non-
terminal upper points since simplifications decrease the number of
non-terminal upper points. Similar reasoning applies to σ−1i · E.
In calculating a naive representative for τi · E, under arcs are
simply moved around. Each over arc may split into a sequence of
at most seven arcs as in Figure 5, contributing an extra six points.
Thus if E has M non-terminal upper points, then it has at most M
over arcs and so τi ·E has at most 6M non-terminal upper points.
Since In has 0 non-terminal upper points, a simplified representa-
tive for β · In then has at most (f2)
|β|−1(f1(0)) = 6
|β|−1 non-terminal
upper points (where f1 : M 7→ 2M + 1 and f2 : M 7→ 6M). The
weight of each condensed base arc is 1. Any over or under arc must
be incident to at least one non-terminal upper point, thus each arc
in a condensed over or condensed under arc must be incident to at
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least one non-terminal upper point. Thus the weight of each con-
densed over or condensed under arc must be at most 6|β|−1 < 6|β|.

Theorem 4.2. If β ∈ VBn is a virtual braid word then the simpli-
fied representative of the condensed virtual curve diagram β · In can be
calculated in O(|β|3n) time.
Proof. Note that a simplified condensed vcd D with n curves and m
condensed arcs A1, . . . , Am can be encoded in O(m log(r)) space where
r = maxi{|Ai|}. A simplifying condensed T or B-move can be per-
formed by scanning through the entire structure once, i.e. O(m log(r))
time.
By Lemma 4.1a and 4.1b the number of simplifications in calculating
a simplified condensed vcd g ·D from a simplified condensed vcd D is
constant, and so takes O(m log(r)) time.
For a virtual braid word β ∈ VBn the simplified condensed represen-
tative D of β · In has by Lemma 4.1c at most (1 + 17|β|)n condensed
arcs each with weight at most 6|β|. Thus D can be encoded in O(|β|2n)
space. Given a length one virtual braid word g ∈ VBn, calculating a
simplified condensed representative for (gβ) · In = g ·D takes O(|β|
2n)
time. Thus a simplified representative of the condensed vcd β · In can
be calculated in O(|β|3n) time. 
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